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CALIBRATION OF APOLLO UV & WHITE LIGHT METER 

 

Labino AB is an ISO 9001-2015 calibration lab with scope in UV and White light calibrations. We 

are audited by the Swedish body SWEDAC and our accreditation number is 10391. Our calibration 

values are traceable, accurate and documented as per the ISO/IEC 17025 standard requirements. 
 

Authorized Apollo Calibration Centers 

Please be informed that the companies listed below are authorized by Labino AB to calibrate the Apollo UV and 

White Light meter. All authorized calibration centers below follow a specific calibration process proprietary to 

Labino, all have the same equipment, and all receive the same training.  

Action NDT FRANCE www.action-ndt.com 0582730106 

Aeronautical Inspection AUSTRALIA www.aisndt.com.au 0438600362 
AI Kwang TAIWAN www.ai-kwang.com.tw 073757377 
Berg Engineering U.S.A www.bergeng.com 8475773980 
CGM Cigiemme ITALY www.cgm-cigiemme.com 0257600400 
Hocker Inc U.S.A www.hockerinc.com 7134645829 
IR Supply & Service CANADA www.irss.ca 8557372689 
Labquip NDT U.K www.labquipndt.co.uk 07385107790 
Quality Equipment Dist. U.S.A www.qeddirect.com 7132777913 
Utiles y Maquinas SPAIN www.umi.es 0944466250 
Labino AB SWEDEN www.labino.com 0766773406 

 

As the NDT industry has not succeeded to adopt any calibration standards for UV meters, calibration labs that do 

not have access to the Apollo master units, software, equipment, and process might not be able to perform the 

calibration with the same level of accuracy, and some, fail entirely. This is an industry wide problem which you can 

independently verify by comparing meters calibrated by different labs. They most often show different values and 

the deviations can be quite large. This can lead to violations of pledged standards that have UV irradiance and white 

light illuminance limits (such as ASTM, Rolls-Royce RRES 9001, Airbus AITM6-1001) and consequently, production 

stops.  

We strongly advise you to contact one of the Authorized Calibration Centers listed above for your future 

recalibration needs. By doing so, you earn a 4-year warranty (from purchasing date), at no extra cost.  

Please note that Labino does not make any revenues when you recalibrate your Apollo meter at an authorized 

center, we only preserve the quality and accuracy of our product. We would be happy to answer any questions you 

may have. 

Kind Regards, 

 

_________________ 

Marios Athanasiadis 

Managing Director  


